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Charging
Pickup LesLee® has an integrated Supercapacitor instead of a battery. The unit 
is charged via the regular output jack. Connect a 9V battery to the included charging
cable and insert it into the guitar for a few seconds. A full charge will take about
20-25 seconds, but a 90% charge is accomplished within 10 seconds and will last 
for about 6-8 hours of effect time and several days of stand by. Best make it your habit
to charge ahead of every performance or practice session to always have sufficient
effect time available. When the charge falls below the operating voltage the guitar will
hnminm�[hma�IN�lb`gZel�Zg]�ma^�l^e^\mhk�lpbm\a�pbee�ghm�hi^kZm^�&�maZm�bl�pa^g�bm�l�mbf^ 
mh�\aZk`^'�Bm�l�[^lm�mh�charge with LesLee off, in mono mode. 

Controls
The original controls have been upgraded to become the LesLee controls. The
former tone control is now a push-pull pot for LesLee ON-OFF and speed, the
master volume is upgraded to operate as push-pull for mono-stereo selection.
In mono mode (push) use a regular guitar cable, in stereo mode (pull) use the included
split cable that offers two outputs for dual amping or stereo recording. The split cable
can be replaced by a regular insert cable, in case you need a different length or just want
another LesLee cable.
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a few extra tips & tricks ...
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• in mono mode (regular cable) you can access “auto-stutter” by simply switching to stereo, it will mute the bridge PU.

• in stereo mode (split cable, volume on “pull”) - switching to mono will mute the bridge output channel and you
hear the neck channel in auto-stutter mode.

• If you apply dual amping, be aware to use a safe ground loop protection (isolator) like the Lehle P-Iso, a Palmer LI 01 
or the Ebtech HumX (US-only) for one of the amps. Never simply lift the ground at the power plug of one amp to prevent 
hum, which is highly hazardous. Please see more info on dual amping on the website.

• We strongly recommend not to take your charge cable away from your guitar case (or gig bag), instead charge LesLee
when you take your guitar out of the case and then leave the cable there. That way you reduce the chance of losing it.
However, in case you and your charge cable go separate ways, you can always order a new one or use the guide on how
to make one yourself on the website. :g]�Z]]bmbhgZeer%�a^k^�l�Z�`b`&lZobg`�^f^k`^g\r�aZ\d3
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At the red output of your LesLee stereo cable 
(or at the return jack of an insert cable) hold 
a 9V battery in the illustrated manner for 10
seconds to reach the desired 90% charge,
   to tip and    to ground. hum-free

dual amping

how to make
a charge cable


